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Summary

The report updates the Joint Committee on the current forecast for the 2019/20 
financial year and gives details against the progress of the objectives of the 
Business Plan 2019/2020.

1. Budget and Policy Framework

1.1. The Joint Committee requires the preparation of monitoring reports to be 
reported to the Officer Steering Group and Joint Committee.

2. Director’s Comments

2.1. This report gives an overview of the position of the budget and the progression 
against the objectives

2.2. A number of technological improvements are continuing with the facility for 
customer’s to book their site inspections for one working day in advance, through 
our website 24/7.  Thereby providing improved access and convenience in using 
our service, as well as a potential benefit to the administration team by reducing 
the number of calls they receive.  Upgrades to our mobile app are progressing 
which will deliver better data entry for surveyors working agile and improvements 
to our lone working procedures with a `check-in/check-out’ facility.

2.3. A competency review was carried out on all staff against the Local Authority 
Building Control’s (LABC) competency matrix which covered the seven key 
levels in building control technical support through to specialist surveyor.  This 
will formulate the core of the training programme being developed to ensure all 
staff have the appropriate knowledge, experience and competency to work on all 
types of developments.



2.4. A substantial amount of time is required to be invested over the next few years 
into the training of surveyors if we are to ensure they are competent to continue 
to deliver the service across all scope of works.  However, we cannot 
underestimate the additional burden this will have on the team in delivering a 
reactive service in a highly competitive market whilst contributing, delivering or 
undertaking training.  This will undoubtedly impact on performance targets as we 
continue to prioritise the delivery of the service together with the training over 
targets.

2.5. With the unprecedented failure of a number of Approved Inspectors (AIs) unable 
to obtain or renew their insurance cover the company’s in question were no 
longer able to carry out their function.  This has resulted in all commenced work 
which has not yet received a final certificate having to be reverted to the local 
authority to attempt to rectify.  Reviewing the records of the seven AIs affected, 
the partnership has just over 700 applications to investigate.  The team has been 
working extremely hard to deal with this additional workload as well as 
maintaining the service to our customers.

2.6. Having achieved ISO 9001:2015 with the BSI, the partnership has undergone 
assessment with the LABC’s new ISO backed quality management system.  The 
processes of the organisation were deemed effective and planned objectives and 
results have/are being achieved and we have successfully transferred to the 
LABC’s ISO.  This means we are able to benchmark ourselves against other 
building control services and show compliance with the LABC.

3. Delivery Plan Update

3.1. Within our service delivery plan for 2019/2020, there are a number of actions 
under each of the three objectives.  This section will update Members on the 
progress on a number of actions within each objective.

Meeting Customer Needs and Expectations

3.2. Functionality through our online module is critical to meeting the needs of our 
customers to enable easier contact.  Development of our site inspection booking 
function has been progressing slowly with a number of technical issues being 
highlighted through beta testing.  Once fully operational this will be rolled out and 
will enable those customers with an application with us to book inspections 24/7, 
one working day in advance.  This cuts down on telephone calls to the 
administration team and provides an audit for the customer.

3.3. Liaison with our colleagues within the planning department has always been 
critical to our service and it has become evident that this linkage was not ongoing 
at Canterbury.  Meetings took place in April 2019 to commence building bridges 
and will result in members of the team attending planning meetings.

3.4. Our technical seminars, to which we invite our partner architects/designers, 
builders and surveyors, continue to be well attended.  Three seminars have taken 
place covering the technical aspects of acoustics, waterproofing and cladding.



Improving the Way We Work

3.5. Beta testing of our upgraded mobile app is progressing and will provide a better 
experience for surveyors when entering data into the system when using a 
mobile device.  It also provides better storage and access of data when offline in 
case of signal drop out.  

3.6. The upgrade will also support our lone working procedure with a more robust 
method of registering sites for the surveyors’ arrival and departure.  Currently 
surveyors will either contact the office or record on our back-office system 
(Tascomi) when they have started and finished for the day.

3.7. Another facility that our website has provided is a “drop box” which enables larger 
applications or supplementary information to be deposited rather than being held 
up by council’s firewalls based on size restrictions.  Plans and correspondence 
are able to be deposited in the drop box with the client notifying the administration 
team who are then able to attach the documents to the relevant application and 
that is then allocated to area/surveyor in one electronic process.  As an account 
is setup with the client the drop box can also be used by the partnership to return 
documentation.  Currently we have 13 accounts set up to accept information in 
this way.

3.8. The LABC operates a partner authority scheme which is shared by all local 
authority building control teams in England and Wales.  An architect/builder can 
choose to work with any local authority building control surveyor to undertake all 
pre-application and design work, regardless of the project's geographical 
location.  Some of the benefits for architects/builders to register under this 
scheme are:

 A single point of contact for their building control work
 Competitive pricing on high volumes of repeat work or major 

developments
 Electronic submissions and e-working

3.9. We have steadily been increasing our partners over the years with particular 
focus on builders for the last few.   Our customer survey results indicated, year 
on year, that the builder rather than the architect was determining the building 
control provider.  Builders have been reluctant to partner, however, this is starting 
to change with 9 out of our 72 partners being builders.

Valuing, Supporting and Developing of Staff

3.10. The LABC was part of a working group which considered the competency in the 
construction industry and one part of this was building control providers.  The 
Standards Committee and the Learning and Development Working Group 
formulated a detailed competency matrix covering seven key levels in building 
control from technical support through to specialist surveyor.  We have undertook 



an exercise of all staff to establish their competency within each level against this 
framework establishing areas requiring training/re-training and a training 
programme is being developed.

3.11. In order for the level of training and upskilling required to be carried out to ensure 
we can demonstrate our staff’s competencies and ongoing competency, as the 
Hackitt report and LABC are looking for, maintaining the current performance 
targets is not practical.  Delivery of our service will always be prioritised over 
meeting a target, therefore, the performance targets have been changed.   This 
will maintain motivation within the team to develop their skills and not feel 
penalised for a target which has not impacted on the customers.  Should 
customer satisfaction drop then appropriate action will be taken to rectify the 
situation.

3.12. Training has started at senior level, with three senior building control surveyors 
being mentored on more complex sites by a more experienced staff member.  
This does put a heavy burden on our four most experienced surveyors to deliver 
mentorship and carry out their daily duties but is required if we are to ensure that 
the knowledge and experience of our six remaining senior surveyors is such that 
they are competent to carry out work independently on complex sites.     

3.13. From the skills assessment carried out, a better understanding of the legal 
requirements around enforcement was indicated by all surveyors and a training 
session was carried out in June 2019 by Medway legal.  Surveyors also felt that 
they would be better placed to discuss partnering with builders, in order to try 
and win work, if they receive training on the LABC partnering scheme.  During 
July a training session was run by the LABC at the Guildhall in Rochester which 
covered the partnering scheme, its benefits and the warranty cover that the LABC 
can also provide.

3.14. An initial training session on structures was carried out with our newly promoted 
building control surveyors and this will continue to be developed as they progress 
in their training.

3.15. Membership bodies are also committed to evidencing competency, with the 
Chartered Association of Building Engineers (CABE), to which the majority of our 
surveyors are members of is introducing a revised membership structure from 1st 
January 2020.  Given the increasing expectations of all construction 
professionals to demonstrate ongoing competency, CABE have undertaken a 
review of all membership grades and related competencies and as a result this 
new grade of membership will be linked to a new competency framework.  The 
new requirements will not change the current membership grade of our 
surveyors, however, to progress they will need to meet these new competency 
standards.

4. Use of Resources Overview

4.1. With the manager overseeing the Canterbury team leaving at the end of March 
2019 the opportunity was taken to streamline the management structure and to 



remove this post.  As part of the TUPE agreement to accommodate the manager 
at the time, the STG areas were split with our two managers overseeing two 
areas each and the existing Canterbury manager continuing to oversee that 
authorities’ team.  Following their departure the teams were realigned by 
authority, with one managing surveyor overseeing two authorities each 
(Gravesham/Medway and Swale/Canterbury).

4.2. During the same period, the operational team was also affected by the long-term 
absence of a senior surveyor.  As the individual will not be in a position to return 
to work they have now been retired on ill health grounds.  

4.3. Like so many other local authority building controls, despite having gone to advert 
twice over the last two months, we were unable to recruit any qualified and 
experienced surveyors.  We, therefore, went out to advert for assistant building 
control surveyors which continues our programme of recruiting staff from other 
fields of the construction industry.  This has the benefit of shortening the training 
before they reached the required standard to become a building control surveyor 
and can operate independently.  I am pleased to announce that we have 
appointed two assistants who both will be joining us in September 2019.

4.4. The administration team has also been affected by reduced staffing during this 
period.  Following the successful completion of a two year HNC on Construction 
course one technical assistant was promoted to an assistant building control 
surveyor.   With the administration, business and consultancy manager being 
promoted to acting director, following the partnerships director retiring at the end 
of March 2019, this enabled another technical administrator to be promoted to 
the position as acting technical and administration manager.  This left the 
administration team down by two technical staff members.  They have further 
been affected by the resignation of one of the scanning assistants, as the 
technical administrators have had to cover this area of work to accommodate 
leave.  I am pleased to announce that a new scanning assistant was appointed 
in July 2019.

4.5. Our consultancy has undertaken a review against the building regulations for 
Medway Housing on the adequacy of their installed Larkin fire doors as part of a 
fire risk assessment.  As well as a review on the points raised in recent block fire 
risk assessments carried out by the partnership.

4.6. Following the resource issue at Thanet reported to Members in a previous report, 
we assisted with site inspections from March 2019 to May 2019 while they 
concluded their recruitment exercise.  Thanet have adopted the STG model of 
recruiting assistant building control surveyors from the construction industry.

4.7. I am pleased to announce that following a six month review by the steering 
officers, I have been confirmed in the appointment as director.  Gemma Dand 
has also be confirmed as the technical and administration manager.  An advert 
is currently out for a replacement to her original post as technical assistant.



Approved Inspectors

4.8. At the end of May 2019 the LABC were advised by the Ministry of Housing, 
Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) that some approved inspectors 
(AIs) were experiencing difficulty in obtaining or renewing their insurance cover.  
This resulted in initially four approved inspectors being unable to operate, then 
in June a further three were reported.  In August a major council’s AI was the 
next to experience difficulties.  This is unprecedented in building control and the 
impact has been felt nationwide, as once work has commenced and that AI is 
unable to carried out their function then it has to revert to the local authority to 
endeavour to rectify. 

4.9. The workload related to this is considerable and we were able to easily establish 
which initial notices have Final Certificates, work completed, or notification to 
cancel as the work did not proceed.  However, this left us with just over 700 
applications whereby we needed to contact the owner to request an inspection 
to ascertain stage of works and inform of the reversion procedure.  The time 
involved with this type of work is substantial as, when an initial notice is submitted 
by an AI we receive no details other than the site address and description of 
works.

4.10. The team has been working extremely hard to deal with this additional workload 
and queries from anxious owners as well as ensuring that those customers who 
choose originally to use the services of local authority are receiving the correct 
level of service.  

4.11. A discussion has taken place with the Head of Asset Management at Thanet 
District Council with regards to joining the partnership.  The service has been 
without a service manager for some time and following the difficulties they were 
experiencing on delivering the service, and the partnership assistance this year, 
they are starting to look at alternative delivery models.   

4.12. In July 2019 the head of service for building control at Folkestone & Hythe District 
Council left and they are now without a manager.  The Assistant Director-
Environment & Corporate Assets has contacted the partnership to discuss our 
operation and governance.  This will be discussed with their Chief as to whether 
to investigate this further.  

5. Financial Review

5.1. The budget monitoring sheet attached at Appendix 1 shows a balanced budget 
for this year.

5.2. With the implementation of our back-office system Tascomi, we have been able 
to make considerable resource and financial savings together with improvements 
to deliver agile/remote working with `real time’ information and an improved 
customer experience through our website.  On the 6th August 2019 Idox Plc 
completed the acquisition of Tascomi as they consider this the quickest way they 



can achieve remote working and improved systems to enable them to continue 
to compete in the public sector market.  Idox has always charged heavily for 
required upgrades, support etc and has never been forward thinking in their 
development and this acquisition could impact financially as well as how the 
partnership delivers its services in the future.

6. Performance Risks/Emerging Issues

6.1. In order to maintain resilience we need to have sufficient numbers of qualified 
and experienced surveyors.  Whilst our in-house training has proved successful 
in developing individuals, it impacts heavily on resources.  The training 
programme being developed will need to incorporate cascade training to alleviate 
the pressure on our four most experience senior surveyors in order that they 
focus on delivering complex works to the other seven seniors and the who will 
deliver training to the three building control surveyors.  The assistant building 
control surveyors will obtain training from all surveyors. 

6.2. A substantial investment of time is required over the next few years to deliver this 
and the ongoing training which will have an impact on the delivery of performance 
targets while service delivery and training are prioritised.

6.3. Our demographic bias of qualified and experienced surveyors is towards 
retirement age, and a number have intimated that they are looking to retire soon 
or reduce their hours.  This would have an impact on the delivery of our training 
programme and delivery of service as the number of available surveyors at the 
required competency level would be affected.    

7. Data Quality

7.1. For the last two years the Local Authority Building Control (LABC) has been 
leading work on competencies and standards which has seen the organisation 
introduce an ISO backed quality management system linked to standards and 
learning.  The partnership, having achieved compliance under BSI for the new 
quality standard ISO 9001:2015 in 2017, has been assessed and successfully 
transferred to the LABC systems.

7.2. A benefit of this system is that it also includes the training matrix referred to 
earlier in this report.  This has been put together in response to the governments’ 
initial enquiry following the Grenfell fire tragedy and the need to demonstrate 
competency and ongoing competency by the surveying staff at different levels 
and complexity.

8. Performance

8.1. Details of the performance statistics are shown in Appendix 2.  As agreed at the 
last joint committee, we are prioritising service delivery and training over targets.  
Following recommendation of Members and Steering Officers, the current targets 



have been adjusted and service delivery will continue to be monitored so as not 
to affect customers.

8.2. Delivery of training impacts the heaviest on a small group of experienced 
surveyors and we need to be mindful of not overburdening them which could 
result in them loosing motivation and become disillusioned the result of which 
could be retirement or a move to the private sector.

9. Financial Implications

9.1. There are no direct legal implications as a result of this report.

10. Legal Implications

10.1. There are no direct legal implications as a result of this report.  

11. Risk Management

11.1. There is always the possibility that income at the end of the financial year  will 
be below expectation, in which case a call on additional contributions from each 
of the partner authorities would be required. 

12. Recommendation

12.1. Members are asked to note the contents of the report.

13. Suggested Reason for Decision

13.1. The Constitution requires the Joint Committee to monitor the progress of the 
Partnership. 

Lead officer contact

Janine Boughton, Director, South Thames Gateway Building Control Partnership, 
Foord Annexe, Eastgate House, High Street, Rochester, ME1 1EW
Tel: 01634 331600
E-mail: janine.boughton@stgbc.org.uk 

Background papers
None

mailto:janine.boughton@stgbc.org.uk


Appendix 1

August 2019 Monitoring Statement for STG Building Control Partnership

Subjective Description Current Year 
Budget

Total Actuals 
and 

Commitments 
Year to Date

Managers 
Forecast

Admin Staff    1,460,419 625,734 1,455,500
BC Consultants 0  0
Staff overtime 15,000 3,129 15,000
Redundancy 0 (20,000) (20,000)
VDU/Eye Tests 200  200
Medical Referals 250 205 205
Clothing Allowance 2,000 152 2,000
Call Out Fees 25,000 6,823 25,000
Employee Related Insurance 1,601  1,601
Staff Training 15,000 2,613 15,000
Staff Traning  STG Consultancy 5,000  5,000
Staffing 1,524,470 618,655 1,499,506
Repairs Maint Buildings Gen 4,000 440 4,000
Electricity 4,900  4,900

Gas 2,300  2,300

Rents External 20,500  20,500

Off-site storage 5000 1,656 5000

Non Domestic Rates 12,000 10,925 10,925

Water & Sewerage Charges 700  700

Contract Cleaning 1,300  1,300

Window Cleaning 200  200

Trade Refuse 2000 297 2000

Premises Insurance 1,000  1,000

Premises 53,900 13,317 52,825
Public Trans   1500 361 1,000
Park Fees     16,240 1,783 16,240
Staff travel -Leased Mileage 350 127 350
Casual User 100 576 576
Essential User 50,500 20,370 50,500
Transport 68,690 23,216 68,666
Equip/Furn/Mats 400 321 400
Equip Rental Leases Licences 8,000 2,854 8,000
Equip Annual Maintenance 400 93 400

Books/Pubs/News0 4,000 1,331 4,000

Bottled Water Coolers 350 181 350

Refreshments at Meetings 500 136 500



Subjective Description Current Year 
Budget

Total Actuals 
and 

Commitments 
Year to Date

Managers 
Forecast

Printing Stat & Gen Off Exps 150  150

Printing 4,500 856 4,500

ConsultancyPublic Protect 100  100

Printing       Public Protect 4500  4500

Stationery 3,200 483 3,200

Stationery     STG Consultancy 100  100

General Office Expenses 100 17 100

HR Approved Agency 0 1,242 1,242

Agency Staff Security 1,200 446 1,200

Consultants Fees 3,000  3,000

Consultants Fees Chargeable 500  500

Consultants Fees Non Chargeable 3,000 150 3,000

Consult Fees   Part P Electri 3,300 990 3,300

Consultant FeesSTG Consultancy 8,000 3,280 8,000

Land Registry Fees 1,000 260 1,000

Mobile Phone 12,000 2,553 12,000

Call Costs 0  0

Line Rental 0  0

Postage 7,000 1,195 7,000

PostageSTG Consultancy 0  0

Computer Hardware 10,000  8,092

Computer Software 28,424 17,820 21,000

Subsistence 350 96 350

Subscriptions 6,200 5,584 6,200

All Risks Insurance 1,500  1,500

Officials Indemnity Insurance 8,375  8,375

Publicity 1,500 1,250 1,500

Publicity      STG Consultancy 300 1,000 300

Publicity      Public Protect 500  500

Miscellaneous Expenses 0  0

Advertising 0 350 0

Contribution to Reserves 0  0

Contribution to I.T. Reserves 0  0

Contributions to Bad Debt Prov 5,000  5,000

Supplies & Services 127,449 42,488 119,359
Fin Mgmt SLA 8,100  8,100

Exchequer SLA 5,200  5,200

HR SLA 3,416  3,416

Org Dev SLA 2,534  2,534

Adv & Cons SLA 954  954

HR Ops SLA 742  742

HR Resource SLA 962  962

H&S SLA 1,002  1,002



Subjective Description Current Year 
Budget

Total Actuals 
and 

Commitments 
Year to Date

Managers 
Forecast

IT Comp SLA 11,430  11,430

Legal SLA 10,000  10,000

Support Services 44,340 0 44,340
Conts from OLAs (299,866) (299,866) (299,866)
Contributions From Reserves 0 0 0
Non-Med Oth BodNon-Med Oth Bod 0 0 0
Contributions from Partner 
Authorities (299,866) (299,866) (299,866)
Fees & Charges General (12,000) (4,462) (8,000)
Land Charges Fees 0  0
Building Control Fees (1,286,653) (620,547) (1,240,000)
BldCtFeeConsultSTG Consultancy (55,000) (34,549) (55,000)
Bldg Ctrl      Regularisation (160,000) (136,642) (180,000)
Bldg Cont Fees Part P (5,000) (62) (1,500)
BldCtFees PartPPart P Electric (330)  (330)
Miscellaneous Receipts 0  0
Other Income (1,518,983) (796,263) (1,484,830)
    
Total Expenditure 1,818,849 697,677 1,784,696
    
Total Income (1,818,849) (1,096,129) (1,784,696)
    
Total Recharges 0 0 0
    
Total Net 0 (398,452) 0



APPENDIX 2

 

% plans 
checked 
within 15 

days

% plans 
checked 
within 17 

days

% 
determined 

within 5 
weeks /or 2 

months

% 
completion 
certificates 

sent within 5 
days of 

completion 

% validating 
applications 

within  3 
working 

days

% validating 
applications 

within  5 
working 

days

% property 
searches - 
within 10 
working 

days

2019-20
Target 
75%

Target 
77%

Target 
100% Target 80% Target 80% Target 85% Target 80%

Apr 83.04 96.55 100.00 100.00 50.73 92.68 100.00
May 60.00 88.70 100.00 100.00 58.76 97.94 100.00
Jun 64.52 94.31 100.00 94.77 81.94 99.12 96.88
Jul 62.70 80.16 100.00 100.00 84.05 100.00 96.88
Aug **  **  * 100.00  34.22 88.24 100.00
Sep        
Oct        
Nov        
Dec        
Jan        
Feb        
Mar        

Cumulative 67.57 89.93 100.00 98.95 62.37 95.60 98.75

* unable to provide data until 8 weeks following quarter end
** unable to provide data until 15 days following month end

With the unprecedented failure of a number of Approved Inspectors (AIs) unable to obtain or renew 
their insurance cover the company’s in question were no longer able to carry out their function.  This 
initially has impacted on the technical administration team who have been notifying and 
communicating with the affected owners.  With staff numbers already reduced through August due to 
planned staff leave, this unexpected workload has impacted on performance, averaging 3.77 days for 
processing.


